Australian Warmblood Horse Association Limited
ABN# 56 063 906 150

Tax Invoice

Application for DNA Testing
Applicants/Owners must be full financial members of the AWHA Ltd.
Please print: applications that are unclear will be returned!
I am a current financial member of the AWHA Ltd and wish to apply to have my horse DNA tested to validate parentage. I have enclosed
the fee of $90.00 (inclusive of GST*).
Registered name: __________________________________________________ Registration number: __________________________
Breed: ____________________________________________________________________________ Tick if registration pending: 
Date of Birth: ____________________________ Sex: __________________ Colour: _______________________________________
Sire: _________________________________________________ Dam: _________________________________________________
Tick if applicable: Frozen semen foal 

Embryo transfer foal 

Please tick applicable box/es:
 Parentage validation (sire and dam must have DNA record at lab)
 Paternity validation to sire (stallion must have DNA record at lab)
 Maternity validation to dam (dam must have DNA record at lab)
 Profile validation only (neither parent has DNA record on file at lab)
 Fragile Foal Syndrome (additional $30 inc. GST*)
I/We understand that upon payment of the DNA testing fee ($90.00 inc. GST or $120 inc. GST with FFS testing), I/we will receive a
DNA kit outlining who and how the DNA sample is to be taken. For samples to be collected by a veterinarian, I/we understand that this
will be at my/our own expense.
Equine Genetic Screening Tests are also available as outlined on pages 3-11 of this application. For pricing of these tests, please refer
to page 2 of this application.
Please tick applicable box:
 Fragile Foal Syndrome (lab stored sample) ($50 inc. GST**)
 Genetic Screening Tests (colour, pattern and disease testing see p 3-11)

Name:

Applicant’s Signature: __________________________________________

Postal Address:

M/Ship No.: ________________ Date: ____________________________
Phone: ____________________ Email: ___________________________

*

Fragile Foal Syndrome – Type 1 (FFS1) testing is available for an additional $30 inc. GST when carried out at the time of
parentage validation testing.

**

Fragile Foal Syndrome – Type 1 (FFS1) testing is available for hair samples currently in lab storage. Cost is $50 inc. GST and
includes the lab handling fee.
Please advise the Registrations Administrator if you would like any
genetic screening tests carried out at the time of DNA validation.
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Australian Warmblood Horse Association Limited
ABN# 56 063 906 150

Tax Invoice

Application for DNA Testing
Applicants/Owners must be full financial members of the AWHA Ltd.
Please print: applications that are unclear will be returned!

Price (inc. GST)

TYPE/PV

$90

(Equine Parentage Testing)

1 Genetic Test or 1 Colour

$50

2GT

$65

3GT

$75

4GT

$85

5GT

$95

6GT

$105

7GT

$115

8GT

$125

9GT

$135

DNA + 1GT

$130

DNA +2GT

$140

DNA +3GT

$150

DNA +4GT

$160

DNA +5GT

$170

DNA +6GT

$180

DNA +7GT

$190

DNA +8GT

$200

DNA +9GT

$210

DNA +10GT

$220

(Use test name supplied on invoice list)
(2 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(3 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(4 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(5 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(6 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(7 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(8 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(9 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(DNA + 1 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(DNA + 2 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(DNA + 3 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(DNA + 4 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(DNA + 5 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(DNA + 6 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(DNA + 7 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(DNA + 8 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(DNA + 9 Genetic Screening Test Package)
(DNA + 10 Genetic Screening Test Package)

HOW TO PAY INFORMATION
POST: Please mail your signed form and cheque/money order made payable to the AWHA Ltd addressed to AWHA Ltd, DNA Testing Application,
P.O. Box 118, Wasleys, South Australia, 5400.
EFT: Please transfer funds to the AWHA Ltd, Commonwealth Bank, BSB: 065-522, Account #: 1005 4555. Please include your name in the payment
details. Please email your signed form and remittance of payment to registrar@awha.com.au
This form becomes a tax invoice on payment. Please copy for your records.
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Genetic Screening Tests available
Symbol

Name

Description of variant effects

Genetic Disease Testing

CA

LFS

SCID

Cerebellar
Abiotrophy

CA is a neurological disorder that affects the cells in the
cerebellum, causing head tremors, ataxia and other effects.
Affected horses are more likely to fall and are generally not
safe to ride. Symptoms appear from 6 weeks to around 4
months old. CA has been linked to a mutation in the TOE1
gene and is a recessive disorder, meaning that a horse must
be homozygous (CA/CA) to be affected. If a horse is a carrier
(CA/n), it will not show any clinical signs of CA, but it will pass
the variant on to approximately half its offspring. Mating to
other carriers should be avoided to prevent the birth of an
affected foal.

Lavender Foal
Syndrome

LFS causes neurological dysfunction in foals. The symptoms
include seizures, hyperextension of the limbs, neck and back,
leg paddling, and inability to stand. As the name suggests, LFS
also dilutes to the coat to a pale lavender pink or silver colour.
The foal will not improve and will die, so it should be
euthanised. LFS is a recessive disorder so two copies of the
defective version of the MYO5A gene must be inherited
(LFS/LFS) for a foal to be affected. If a horse is a carrier
(LFS/n), it will not show any clinical signs of LFS. However,
there is a 50% chance it will pass the variant to its offspring,
so mating to other carriers should be avoided to prevent the
birth of an affected foal. LFS is caused by a mutation in the
MYO5A gene and is more frequently observed in (although is
not limited to) Arabian horses with Egyptian heritage.

Severe Combined
Immune Deficiency

Foals affected by SCID lack a proper immune system which is
critical for fighting infection. Once the maternal immune
protection wears off, SCID foals develop signs of infection (e.g.
fever, respiratory distress and/or diarrhea). SCID cannot be
cured and affected foals will usually die from an infection
before 6 months of age. SCID is a recessive disorder so two
copies of the defective version of the DNA-PK gene must be
inherited (SCID/SCID) for a foal to be affected. If a horse is a
carrier (SCID/n), it will not show any clinical signs of SCID.
However, there is a 50% chance it will pass the variant to its
offspring, so mating to other carriers should be avoided to
prevent the birth of an affected foal.
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Genetic Screening Tests available
Symbol

GBED

HERDA

HYPP

Name

Description of variant effects

Glycogen branching
enzyme deficiency

GBED is a lethal storage myopathy caused by a mutation in the
GBE gene that prevents the foal from properly storing glucose.
This means the horse will not have enough stored energy,
which will eventually damage its organs. The symptoms
observed are associated with the lack of energy preventing the
organs from working correctly, and may include general
weakness, low body temperature, seizures and difficulty rising.
GBED is always fatal, with most affected foals dying before the
age of 8 weeks. GBED can also cause foetuses to be aborted in
utero. It occurs in Quarter horses, paint horses and related
breeds and is inherited as a recessive trait, so only
homozygous (GBED/GBED) horses are affected. If a horse is a
carrier (GBED/n), it will not show any clinical signs of GBED.
However, there is a 50% chance it will pass the variant to its
offspring, so mating to other carriers should be avoided to
prevent the birth of an affected foal.

Hereditary equine
regional dermal
asthenia

HERDA is a skin disease found primarily in Quarter Horses. It is
characterised by hyper-elastic skin which progresses to severe
skin lesions, particularly along the back of the horse. The
disorder affects the collagen that holds the skin in place,
making it much easier to tear than normal. Any rubbing, such
as that caused by saddling, will cause the skin to split so
affected horses are unable to be ridden. The lesions are painful
and prone to infection. HERDA is associated with horses from
the Poco Bueno sire line. HERDA is caused by a mutation in the
PPIB gene and is recessive, so the horse must be homozygous
(HERDA / HERDA) to be affected. If a horse is a carrier
(HERDA/n), it will not show any clinical signs of HERDA.
However, there is a 50% chance it will pass the variant to its
offspring, so mating to other carriers should be avoided to
prevent the birth of an affected foal.

Hyperkalemic
Periodic Paralysis

HYPP causes delayed muscle relaxation. Symptoms range from
muscle twitches and weakness to severe muscle spasms,
paralysis, respiratory noises, collapse and occasionally death,
usually from cardio-respiratory effects. HYPP is a dominant
trait, meaning a horse only needs 1 copy of the mutation
(HYPP/n) to be affected. There is some evidence that
homozygous horses (HYPP/HYPP) are more severely affected
than heterozygotes. The severity and onset of symptoms can
be managed with diet, particularly by avoiding high potassium
feeds. HYPP is associated with Quarter Horses from the
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Genetic Screening Tests available
Symbol

Name

Description of variant effects
"Impressive" line and is caused by a mutation in the SCN4A
gene.

PSSM1

MH

O

Polysaccharide
Storage Myopathy

PSSM1 causes a build-up of abnormal sugars in muscle. This is
one of the causes of tying up, with clinical signs including
muscle twitches, stiffness, sweating, reluctance to move and
painful cramps. PSSM1 is found in many breeds including
Quarter Horses and draft breeds. It can be controlled with
changes to diet and other environmental factors. It is
associated with a mutation in the GYS1 gene and is inherited
in a dominant fashion, so a horse only needs to carry one copy
(PSSM1/n) to be affected. There is some evidence that
homozygous horses (PSSM1/PSSM1) are more severely
affected than heterozygotes. Please note that this test only
detects this one specific type of tying up, and horses may still
exhibit signs of tying up even if they are not positive for
PSSM1.

Malignant
Hyperthermia

MH is a muscle disorder that may only become apparent if the
horse is subjected to an extreme stress or exposed to a
halogenated anaesthetic. When exposed, the mutation triggers
the release of excess calcium in skeletal muscle cells causing
high temperature (hence the name), increased heart rate and
blood pressure, sweating and muscle rigidity. MH sometimes
occurs in horses which are also positive for PSSM1, causing
them to have more severe tying up symptoms. MH is rare and
only found in some Quarter Horse and paint families; however,
because it is potentially fatal it is recommended all possible
carriers be tested before undergoing anaesthesia. MH is
associated with a mutation in the RyR1 gene and is a dominant
trait, meaning a horse only needs 1 copy of the mutation
(MH/n) to be affected.

Overo Lethal White
Foal Syndrome

A single O allele causes the “frame” or “frame overo” spotting
pattern. Expression of white is highly variable, ranging from
lots of white “framed” by the horse’s base colour, to minimal
or just a few white hairs on the belly. Overo Lethal White Foal
Syndrome occurs when a horse is homozygous for the O
mutation. These O/O foals are born almost or completely
white, but do not have properly formed intestinal nerves and
cannot pass faeces. They only survive a few days if not
euthanised for compassionate reasons. Carrier horses (O/n)
have no documented health issues. OLWS is associated with a
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Genetic Screening Tests available
Symbol

Name

Description of variant effects
two base pair change in the EDNRB gene. Because O can be
minimally expressed, it is important to test any horse that
might be a carrier even if it has little to no white on it, to
prevent the birth of an affected foal.

HWSD

FFS1

OAAM

Hoof Wall
Separation Disease

Hoof Wall Separation Disease causes the hoof wall to easily
crack and break. It is specific to Connemara ponies or horses
carrying Connemara blood. In some ponies the disease is less
severe, but in other cases they may need to be euthanised due
to increasing pain and related infections. The symptoms can
appear quite early in life and can affect all four feet. The
disease is recessive, meaning only ponies that are homozygous
(HWSD/HWSD) can be affected, although carriers are still
capable of passing the mutation to their offspring. HWSD is
caused by an insertion in the SERPINB11 gene.

(Warmblood)
Fragile Foal
Syndrome 1

FFS1 is a fatal skin disorder that causes the skin to be thin,
hyper-extensible (fragile) and easily torn. Other clinical signs
include swelling and haematoma, joint laxity and possibly
abortions and premature births. Foals are severely affected
and are euthanised due to a poor prognosis for life. FFS1 is
caused by a mutation in the PLOD1 gene and is autosomal
recessive, so affected horses will have inherited the defective
allele from each parent (FFS1/FFS1). If a horse is a carrier
(FFS1/n), it will not show any clinical signs of FFS1. However,
there is a 50% chance it will pass the variant to its offspring,
so mating to other carriers should be avoided to prevent the
birth of an affected foal. Whilst this disease is primarily
recognised in Warmblood/Sport horses, the mutation has been
seen at very low frequencies in other breeds.

Occipitoatlantoaxial
malformation
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OAAM is a developmental defect where the first cervical
vertebra is malformed and resembles the base of the skull. The
second cervical vertebra resembles the first. This compresses
the spinal cord near the base of the skull, causing neurologic
effects. Symptoms vary from abnormal head carriage,
reluctance to move, neck twisting, progressive incoordination
and weakness, and inability to stand. There appears to be
more than one mutation involved and there is a test available
for only one of these.
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Equine Colour and Pattern Testing
E

Red
Factor/Extension

A

Cr

To

G

PATN1

Detects the two alleles of the MC1R gene which determines
whether black pigment is expressed (horse is bay or black; E/), or if the horse is chestnut (e/e).

Agouti

The Agouti gene controls the distribution of black pigment in a
horse’s coat. Note that agouti is only seen if the horse is not
chestnut. Black pigment can either be restricted to the points
(and the horse is bay; A/-) or is evenly distributed over the
entire coat (horse is black; a/a).

Cream Dilution

Detects the mutation in the MATP gene responsible for
palomino, buckskin, smoky black, cremello, perlino and smoky
cream coat colours. If one copy of cream is detected (Cr/n),
only red pigment is diluted and the horse is palomino, buckskin
or smoky black, depending on its base colour. If two copies are
detected (Cr/Cr), the horse is diluted to cremello, perlino or
smoky cream.

Tobiano

Tobiano is a white spotting pattern where the large white
patches with clean edges extend across the spine. Legs often
have high white and partial or entire blue eyes may be
observed. Tobiano is associated with a large inversion on
Chromosome 3.

Grey

Grey causes accelerated loss of pigment in the hair. The foal is
born a solid colour, then white hairs become mixed with
coloured hairs around the body. Eventually the horse becomes
all white. Rate of greying can vary significantly. Grey is also
associated with the development of melanomas. Horses that
are homozygous grey are more likely to develop melanoma
earlier than heterozygotes. The melanomas are not cancerous;
however, they can become large and obstructive. The grey
phenotype is caused by a duplication in the STX17 gene.

Appaloosa Pattern1

LP determines whether a horse will show leopard complex
spotting, while other genes determine the amount of white
shown. PATN1 is associated with increasing white in LP horses.
If the horse is LP/N and PATN1/N, it will have a 'leopard'
pattern. If the horse is LP/LP and PATN1/N, it likely has a 'fewspot' pattern.
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Symbol

Sb1

Name

Description of variant effects

Sabino1

Sabino is an older term used to describe a number of different
spotting patterns. Sabino 1 is a specific mutation that causes
(often high) white on the legs and belly, and a blaze. Roaning
is generally evident, particularly at the edges of the white
patterns. Homozygous horses (Sb1/Sb1) are almost
completely, if not completely, white.

Genetic Screening Tests …Can be ordered and will be tested by UC Davis
Symbol

Name

Nature of Characteristic or Disease

Equine Colour and Pattern Testing
Other Testing

AME and
SRY

Genetic Sex
Determination
(Note. This is not a
karyotyping test).

Amelogenin detects the presence of the horse X and Y
chromosomes, determining the genetic sex of an individual.
SRY is a Y-chromosome specific marker used for ambiguous
sex determination cases.

Equine Colour and Pattern Testing

Lp- under
development
at EGRC

Ch- under
development
at EGRC

Leopard
Complex/Appaloosa
Spotting
(Congenital
Stationary Night
Blindness, CSNB)

Leopard complex spotting (Lp), also known as Appaloosa
spotting, describes a number of different spotting patterns.
The pattern is often symmetrical and ranges from a few white
patches on the rump to animals that are almost completely
white. There may be progressive roaning of the coat with age.
Mottled skin around the muzzle, eyes, coronets (causing
striped hooves), genitalia and anus is characteristic. Some
Appaloosa patterning is caused by the PATN gene working in
conjunction with Lp. Lp/Lp horses have Congenital Stationary
Night Blindness (CSNB) and are night blind. Leopard complex
spotting is caused by a DNA insertion in the TRPM1 gene.

Champagne

Champagne is a dominant gene that dilutes hair pigment from
black to brown and red to gold. Champagne on a chestnut
background (Gold) produces a gold body and often a flaxen
mane and tail that can be mistaken for palomino. Champagne
on a bay (Amber) produces a tan body color with brown
points. Champagne on a black (Classic) produces a darker tan
body with brown points. The skin of Champagne-diluted horses
is pinkish/lavender toned and becomes speckled with age; the
speckling is particularly noticeable around the eye, muzzle,
under the tail, udder and sheath. The eye color is blue-green
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Genetic Screening Tests available
Symbol

Name

Description of variant effects
at birth and darkens to amber as the horse ages. A mutation in
the Solute Carrier 36 family A1 (SLC36A1) gene was found to
be associated with the Champagne dilution.

W20- under
development
at EGRC

D/nd1/nd2under
development
at EGRC

Mu

Prl - under
development
at EGRC

White spotting
patterns 5, 10 & 20

The W patterns are caused by numerous mutations in the KIT
gene which causes white hairs over the coat. The distribution
and pattern of white varies considerably, ranging from socks
and face markings, white spotting covering the body, to a
completely or nearly completely white coat. The skin is pink,
but the eyes are brown. These patterns were previously known
as Dominant White, but modern nomenclature uses W plus the
number allocated to the known mutation. Many of the W
mutations have been discovered only in specific families. W5,
W10 and W20 are the most commonly tested W patterns.
Please contact us before ordering for further information to
determine whether testing is relevant for your breed or line of
horse.

Dun

Dun lightens the body, leaving the head, lower legs, mane and
tail undiluted. It also causes a darker dorsal stripe, shoulder
stripes, and sometimes leg barring and concentric marks on
the forehead (known as 'primitive markings'). There are 3
important variations of the Dun gene. D/n causes dun dilution
and primitive markings, nd1 does not cause dilution but there
is some variable expression of primitive markings, and nd2
causes no-dilution and no primitive markings.

Mushroom Dilution

This is a newly identified colour test relevant only to Shetland
Ponies. It is characterized by a distinctive sepia-toned body
hair colour, often accompanied by a flaxen mane and tail. The
mushroom phenotype shows wide variation in shade and has
similarities to cream and silver dilutions, although it is
genetically distinct from both. Mushroom dilutes red pigment
and thus the dilute phenotype is most obvious on a chestnut
base colour. Mushroom colouring is caused by a recessive
mutation.

Pearl Dilution

A rare dilution phenotype has been recognized in Quarter
Horses and Spanish horse breeds. In Spanish horses, this is
known as Pearl, while in Quarter Horses and Paints, it has
been commonly known as "Barlink Factor". Pearl behaves as a
recessive gene. One dose of the mutation does not change the
coat colour of black, bay or chestnut horses, but two copies on
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Name

Description of variant effects
a chestnut background produce a pale, uniform apricot colour
of body hair, mane and tail. Skin coloration is also pale. Pearl
is known to interact with Cream dilution to produce pseudodouble Cream dilute phenotypes including pale skin and
blue/green eyes.

Silver

Silver dilutes black pigment but has no effect on red pigment.
The mane and tail are lightened to flaxen or silver grey. A solid
black horse with this gene will be chocolate coloured with a
lightened mane and tail. A bay horse will have the black
pigment on the lower legs, mane and tail lightened.
Sometimes bay horses with Silver dilution can be mistaken for
chestnuts with a flaxen mane and tail. Silver dilution is
inherited as a dominant trait. It is known to occur in Rocky
Mountain horses and related breeds, Shetland ponies, Icelandic
and Morgan horses. The gene responsible for Silver dilution
has been identified as PMEL17. Research has also confirmed
the Silver dilution mutation to be associated with Multiple
Congenital Ocular Abnormalities syndrome (MCOA), a wide
range of ocular defects occurring in the anterior and posterior
segment of the eye. The severity of the syndrome is dosage
related, thus horses with 1 copy of Silver have less severe
signs than those with 2 copies of the mutation. To avoid
producing offspring with severe MCOA, breeders should not
breed 2 Silver dilute horses together.

SW1- under
development
at EGRC

Splashed White 1

SW1 is associated with an insertion in the MITF gene. The SW1
mutation has been identified in a number of breeds including
Quarter Horse, Paint, Trakehner, Miniature Horse, Shetland
Pony and Icelandic Horse; and it may be present in other
breeds as well.

SW2- under
development
at EGRC

Splashed White 2

SW2 is associated with a SNP in the PAX3 gene. It has only
been observed in certain lines of Quarter Horses and Paints.

SW3- under
development
at EGRC

Splashed White 3

SW3 is associated with a deletion in the MITF gene. It has only
been observed in certain lines of Quarter Horses and Paints.

SW4

Splashed White 4

SW4 is associated with a mutation in the PAX3 gene. It has
only been observed in certain lines of Appaloosa

Z- under
development
at EGRC

Genetic Screening Tests under development…. Coming soon only to EGRC
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Equine Colour and Pattern Testing

Pan- under
development
at EGRC

Pangare
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Pangare is the pattern observed on wild Przewalskis Horses. It
is also known as ‘mealy’ and features pale hair around the
muzzle, eyes and underside of the horse. The mutation
thought to be responsible for Pangare has only recently been
identified so this test will need some validation before we offer
it commercially.
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